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 __________________________________________________________ 

I. Reading (33 MARKS)  

A. VOCABULARY (16 MARKS)  

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: (4 × 2= 8M) 

01. Nowadays, children can easily ……………. programmers from the internet. 

   a) recycle               b) realise                c) download 

 

02. It's  a ………………..idea to use water for producing electricity. 

    a) polar                    b) hidden                     c) brilliant 

 

03.Clever pupils study their lessons ……………………….. and carefully. 

 a) cheerfully              b) regularly                c) powerfully                  

 

 04. A /An………….…often works in the sea, so he has to be a good swimmer. 

       a) biologist                b) submarine               c) mayor                        

 

B- Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list: (4 × 2= 8M) 

(     earn   /      heavily    /       imaginative      /      silver    /      take place  )  

05.It always rains heavily in winter in many countries of the world. 

06. People work hard to earn money and have a good life. 

07.My old sister bought me as a present a beautiful ring made of silver. 

08. A good story writer needs a lot of skills and imaginative thinking. 
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B. READING COMPREHENSION (17 MARKS) 

Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

     If you'd like to improve your English, one thing you can do is to build up 

your vocabulary. In order to do this, you have to practise a lot. First of all, you 

should read a lot. You can read short stories, comics, newspapers and magazines. 

dependingon your English level.  

     As you read, you can try to guess the meanings of unknown words from the 

sentence of the sentence. If you cannot, then look up the definition in a 

dictionary.  

          Another way of building vocabulary is to watch movies in English which 

will also help with knowing how to say words in English. Keep a vocabulary 

notebook to write down a few words each day. Keep in mind that you have to 

revise them regularly. To communicate with people all you need is words. Even 

if you just say the words one after another, people most likely will understand 

what you mean. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: ( 4x 2= 8 M) 

09. The best title for the passage would be ………………………………. 

         a) Understanding English         

        b) Reading Stories           

        c) learning English  

10. The underlined pronoun " them" in the third paragraph refers to  …………… 

    a) unknown words                     b) few words                  c) movies                                                                                                 

 

11. The underlined word " definition" in the second paragraph means ………… 

     a) meaning                               b) saying                        c) communication                                         

12. The purpose of the writer is to  ……………………………………………… 

     a)  persuade the reader to speak in English.       

     b)  inform the reader that English is important. 

     c)  tell the reader how to improve his English language. 
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B) From a, b and c choose the correct answer:   (3x3= 9 Marks) 

13. What can a person read to build up his vocabulary? 

     a) He can read short stories and comics. 

     b) He can sell magazines and stories. 

     c) He can practice writing short stories. 

14. How can watching movies help a person with his language? 

      a) This can help him with reading a lot of English books and stories. 

can help him with knowing how to say the words in English.This  b)            

      c) This can help him with spelling and memorizing words in English. 

 

15. Why should a person keep a vocabulary notebook? 

       a) To write down a few words each day. 

       b)  To revise the new words regularly. 

       c) Both a & b 

 

II. Writing (27 MARKS)  

A. GRAMMAR (12 MARKS)  

16.A) Choose the correct answer: (3 × 2 = 6 M) 

   Everyday I go to school (in - by - on )  bus. While the driver of the bus 

( sent - was sending - were sending)  a message, an accident happened. I have 

been hurt, I ( having - won't - didn't ) go  to school tomorrow. So, never send 

messages while driving. 
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B) Do as shown between brackets :    (3 X 2 = 6) 

19. They are not from England, …………………?             ( Question tag ) 

      a) are they                     b) aren’t they                       c) do they      

20. This is my uncle. He lives in Hawally.                           ( Join )           

      a)  This is my uncle which lives in Hawally.  

      b) This is my uncle where lives in Hawally.                                                                                                               

      c) This is my uncle who lives in Hawally.                                                                                   

21. I have to make a project this weekend.                           ( Make negative )    

     a)  I don’t have to make a project this weekend. 

     b) I didn’t have to make a project this weekend. 

     c) I won’t have to make a project this weekend. 

B. WRITING (15 MARKS) 

Re-order the following sentences to form a paragraph:  (2½ X 6 = 15) 

( 2) He received his early education at Al-Mubarakiya School. 

( 4) In 1962, he was appointed as Kuwait’s first Minister of Finance. 

(5) While he was a minister, oil money changed the country from a tribal  

society into a modern state. 

( 3) In 1949, Sheikh Jaber served as Director of Public Service for the Ahmadi 

region. 

( 6) He died on January 15th 2006. 

( 1) Sheikh Jaber Al Ahmad Al Sabah was born in Kuwait City. 

End of Exam 

Good Luck 


